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with liberty. For all his attention to the actions

history a whiff of the scholar's condescensio

foolish, especially for fancying themselves free
clone a human being. The question now is wheth

fected and the practice rendered routine, which

scientific one. Is it inevitable? If so, then per
history is that we do not learn from history.

-Travis D. Smit

GONZO BIOGRAPHY

Sharon Ghamari-Tabrizi: The Worlds of Herman
Harvard University Press, 2005. Pp. 387. $26.95.)

The single organizing fact of the Cold War wa

unipolarity, globalization, and the clash of civiliz

our current complexities exist only because the

passed into history. The decades from the en

Communism were years shaped by a nuclear stan

between the United States and the Soviet Union f
age. This framing was especially apparent in the

agreements lent an air of manageability to nucle

In the era before arms control, it seemed that
nuclear war was "When?" and not "What if?" In
the subject or point of departure for some of th
imagination. Science fiction writers made stories
an established sub-category of the genre, and n
Beach and Walter Miller's A Canticle for Leibowi

Political thrillers, today dominated by fighte
stories of nuclear crises; Eugene Burdick and Ha
Knebel's Seven Days in May, and (of course)
presented nuclear confrontation as politics with

Political leaders seemed only slightly less dram

and movies that captured popular imaginatio
desk during the Cuban Missile Crisis (in Geo

seemed emblematic of the era. Not only was he

eyeball-to-eyeball with the Soviets and narrowl
everyone feared would escalate to mass annihila

and supported by the theorists, scientists, techn
security apparatus that grew up in response to t

these national-security professionals were publi

national prominence.
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One of the most famous-or infamous-of these professionals was H
Almost forgotten today, he was a well-known and controversial th
war. He engaged in and repeatedly made a case for thinking about
thermonuclear conflict and advocated strategies for surviving it.

to government officials in briefings and to the public in books w

titles, such as On Thermonuclear War and Thinking the Unthinka

position at the RAND Corporation and later from his own or

Hudson Institute, Kahn pressed his case for considering the hard f

destruction, radiation poisoning, and the need to defend the ci

against them. It was Kahn who proposed the idea of a Doomsday M
in Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove, as a critique of Eisenhower's policy of m

and an example of the need for a more complex and subtle nuclear d

While Kahn himself may not have been the model for Dr. S

certainly possessed a public image that was not too far from Kubric

The fact that he had an irrepressible sense of humor, even w
megadeaths in a nuclear exchange, only added to his reputati
Dr. Strangelove." In an era when serious people wrung their hands

ding doom, Kahn was quick with a quip and a laugh. He was, as

Tabrizi writes in this book, "the only nuclear strategist who migh

of standup comedy" (43).

Herman Kahn's fame and infamy have faded. The Cold War is ove
it is now Al Quaeda rather than Nikita Kruschev we fear wielding
destruction, nuclear war no longer seems inevitable. We are more

dirty bombs than first strikes, and the response required by t
police-like than exercises in nuclear war-gaming. But that doe
Herman Kahn should be forgotten or his thinking ignored. H

destruction in a hard-headed way that still might illuminate thinkin
of security in our own time. He and his work deserve our attentio
Unfortunately, Sharon Ghamari-Tabrizi's book is not the sort of at

subject deserves. The Worlds of Herman Kahn is a disappointing

book. It has many of the negative qualities of much of contemporar

toriography, and it can be characterized as postmodern in all the n

tions of that term. Its structure is so nonlinear as to render the bo

to readers familiar with Kahn and with American history in the 19
employs imaginary anecdotes as evidence. It takes detours into len

that are supposedly fraught with meaning but apparently mean so
initiates who share the author's point of view. (One anecdote about

1957 crusade in New York City is apparently supposed to say
American society at the time, but it leaves the reader repeat

what?") The book has qualities of television docudramas and cultura
that are meant to entertain more than inform.
Particularly troubling is the author's use of source material. In not

the author states, "Throughout the book, wherever I offer quotes fr

transcripts, in order to transpose his comic delivery onto the pag
ellipses. While condensed, the transcript quotes do not change the
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original utterance" (322). The first major anecdo

of Kahn's style, is an "imaginary briefing from s

lished documents ..." (322). Like other exercises
just has to take the author's word for it. The au

editing of original words than Bob Woodward d
Finally, the book contains too much self-indul

Ghamari-Tabrizi tells her readers too much abou

and his era. Like Edmund Morris in his unfortu

she even imagines herself in Kahn's home early

she does not claim an imaginary meeting with
Whether this personalization of the subject is in

or gonzo joumalism, it is unhelpful and, ultim

this book to learn about the subject, not about t

Whatever one thinks of Herman Kahn, he certa

he receives in this book. Yes, he was a man with

his playfulness, creativity, and imagination muc

serious questions. He took on some of the most
century. He deserves a more serious book.

-Ryan J. Barille

INSIDIOUS THREAT, EMERGENT

Maxime Schwartz: How the Cows Turned Mad.
Press, 2001. Pp. 228, $35.00, hardcover; $15.90, p

How the Cows Turned Mad describes the centu

obscure and always fatal diseases that first ap

were found to attack people as well. This search
paradoxical proteins that scientists now believe

Creutzfeldt Jakob disease (CJD), kuru, and sc
eamed two Nobel Prizes. Author Maxime Sc

former head of the Institut Pasteur, and direct

agency for food safety, among his other scienti
tionally clear writer.

Schwartz's book is not written for students of

account of how scientists in many countries, fro

and often limited by the technologies availa

primary secrets of one of the strangest infecti
infectious agent that never provoked an immun
extract from one mouse could theoretically kill
and formaldehyde, could last for years in th

virus. Despite the author's technical sophisti
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